January 2014 Call Log
January 1st, 2014:
11:37 [Medical] Bray Court
Rp states girlfriend went to Franklin Medical on 12/31/2013 after a fall and was seen and released, but
overnight and this morning began having seizures and unable to stay awake or walk properly.
14:10 [MV Stop] Amherst Road
61-10 out with vehicle with suspended registration. Ernie’s Towing dispatched.
January 2nd, 2014:
11:32 [Traffic] Harkenss Rd
Amherst PD advises they received a call reporting icy roads at this location.
Message left on Pelham Hwy's machine. 61-1 advised. 61-1 requested we all page the Hwy dept. Same
completed. Pel Hwy called in, message was given to them directly.
13:11 [Medical] Arnold Rd
64yo male with back pain. 61-1 responding.
January 6th, 2014:
16:34 [Traffic] Daniel Shays Highway
Rp advising his vehicle was on fire but the fire is believed to be out at this time. 61-1 reports that the
operator is making own plans for a tow.
January 7th, 2014:
18:00 [Miscellaneous] South Valley Road
61-2 received a call at the station from the home owner that she was locked out of her home, he is
heading to address to see if he can help her get in. 61-2 advised a locksmith was at the address and
assisting the party into the home
January 9th, 2014:
13:40 [Alarm] Gulf Road
General alarm at listed location. 61-1 responding.
18:50 [Medical] Daniel Shays Highway
43 YO female with difficulty breathing called in by her son Jacob. Female heard crying in the background
and when asked what was going on he said this is normal and how she normally acts. Also did not want
him to call for an ambulance. 61-2 advised Amherst Amb will be returning with a patient refusal and he
will be remaining on scene for a while.
January 10th, 2014:
10:34 [Suspicious Vehicle] Daniel Shays Highway
61-1 advised he would be out with the attached, unoccupied vehicle which was parked in the turn
around off of Rt 202 by Amherst Rd. 61-1 requested a 9 & owner's information. Same supplied to him.
61-1 will check back with this vehicle later.

January 11th, 2014:
16:03 [Suspicious Vehicle] Daniel Shays Highway
61-10 checking on blue Dodge PU, 1 occupant
16:17 [Accident] Packardville Road
Vehicle into stone wall- unknown injuries. 3rd party call.
61-10 req AAA Tow. Ernie's enroute
January 13th, 2014:
09:38 [Medical/Mental] Enfield Road
Rp advises he just got off the phone with his brother who he believes is going to attempt to harm
himself (unknown means). 61-1 will attempt to locate male party. South Hadley PD and West Springfield
PD advised of situation due to possible location of male party. 61-1 advises according to male parties
supervisor he stated he was going to end his life at the end of the day not while working.
61-1 informed West Springfield PD was in the process of initiating a mv stop with male parties work
vehicle in their town. 61-1 advises West Springfield will be transporting party to Baystate Med Ctr.
January 14th, 2014:
10:13 [Medical] Daniel Shays Highway
61-1 assisting with a dehydrated 87yo female.
January 15th, 2014:
18:32 [MV Stop] Amherst Road
61-10 has male party under arrest for MV infraction. Enroute to Hadley PD for booking.
January 16th, 2014:
19:54 [Animal Complaint] Meetinghouse Road
Rp states a vehicle approached her residence asking if she had seen 2 miniature schnauzers. They are
lost in the conservation area. They gave her a last name of Simpson but rp is unsure if they live in
Pelham or what their contact number is. Messages left for the dog officer. 61-10 also advised of
situation. Dog officer called back and was given all information.
January 17th, 2014:
12:31 [Officer Wanted] Amherst Road
Principal at Pelham Elementary School looking for assistance for a 12 year old white female (student),
who has fled on foot. Amherst PD and MSP asked to assist due to 61-1 response location. MSP located
female and returned back to school.
17:55 [MV Stop] Daniel Shays Highway
61-8 out with party who has warrant from Indiana. Sheriff’s Dept contact in IN who advised that party is
outside of extradition limits.
18:51 [Paperwork Service] Amherst Road
61-10 and 61-8 attempted Warrant Service at listed location.

January 18th, 2014:
16:08 [Disabled MV] Amherst Road
Call of multiple cars stuck at the intersection with Jones Road. 61-3 responding.
17:24 [Accident] Harkness Road
61-3 assisting Amherst PD with a 6 car pile-up at Route 9 and Harkness Road
18:39 [MV Complaint] Arnold Road
61-3 will be at listed location for a parking complaint called in by the public works.
18:45 [MV Complaint] Bray Court
61-3 at listed location for a parking complaint
January 19th, 2014:
13:11 [Accident] Amherst Road
RP reporting 2 car motor vehicle accident with no injuries but one of the parties would like to be
checked out. Pelham command advising that poles 111 and 112 need to be checked out, nearest cross
street is upper N Valley Road. WEMCO was notified.
January 21st, 2014:
20:54 [Disabled MV] Daniel Shays Highway
61-10 out with a charter bus which has it's flashers on. 61-10 states the driver was just checking on an
alarm that was going off.
January 23rd, 2014:
17:42 [Medical] Amherst Road
68 y/o male with difficulty breathing. Ambulance was just at address not long ago. RP called back
advising that patient should go to hospital.
18:14 [Medical] Bray Court
61-1 responding to call for unresponsive female. C-7 also dispatched.
January 25th, 2014:
15:40 [Traffic] Harkness Road
61-10 attempted to have vehicles moved from the roadway. Vehicles parked on both sides of road. 6110 advised he has driven by the area and all vehicles are gone at this time.
21:14 [Traffic] Harkness Road
61-10 attempted to have vehicles moved from the roadway again. Vehicles parked on both sides of
road.
January 26th, 2014:
15:11 [Accident] Buffam Road
RP advising there is an accident near the listed location, no injuries. 61-9 responding.

January 30th, 2014:
12:19 [Investigation] Enfield Road
61-10 out at listed location speaking with homeowner about past investigation.
15:20 [Summons] Amherst Road
61-10 out at listed location for Summons service
15:48 [M/V Complaint] Amherst Road
Pelham Elem School secretary called to complain about a large black Chrysler that has been parked at
the end of the driveway a “a very long time” and that the person has no child at the school. 61-10
responding. 61-10 advised that person just stopped to make a call.
17:57 [Accident] Daniel Shays Highway
61-10 on the scene of a minor accident with no injuries.

